
YELLOW HOUSE DESIGN WEBSITE & MARKETING PLATFORM

WHO IS YELLOW HOUSE DESIGN:
Yellow House Design, Inc. is a design and web development company with a specialized focus on the building 
supply industry and independent paint retailers since 1999. Our industry-specific focus has afforded us a unique 
perspective and expertise in the development of highly customizable, intricate, interactive websites delivered to our 
clients quickly and efficiently. 

We begin a partnership with our clients by defining their specific business goals, developing cohesive visual brands, and 
implementing strategic digital marketing strategies that have proven to lead to a higher ROI for their business. 

WHAT YELLOW HOUSE DESIGN WEBSITES HAVE TO OFFER: 
Over the years we’ve found that our clients want a consistent list of features and outcomes: 

 ■ Visually Appealing – A modern, sophisticated look and feel that is both clean and intuitive. 
 ■ Industry-Specific – The building supply industry is unique. We built a platform tailored to building suppliers, 
intentionally made for people who want technology to be simple to use. 

 ■ Customizable – One size does not fit all. We have extensive experience in creating custom solutions for our 
clients’ unique needs. 

 ■ Scalable – Built on a foundation that can be extended infinitely. Your website can grow as your business grows.
 ■ Comprehensive – Organized and detailed information that makes it easy for your prospective customers to 
find out what you sell, what services you offer, and highlights your strengths.

 ■ Responsive – Fully functional and automatically optimized for viewing on smart phones and tablets as well 
as laptops and desktop computers. 

 ■ Optimized – We employ the fastest website servers and best compression software on the market to ensure 
that your website loads quickly.

 ■ Search Engine Friendly – All Yellow House websites are coded using the most current technology to make 
your website attractive to search engines, in turn helping boost your search rank. 

 ■ Search Engine Optimization – Consistency is key. Adding content to your web presence on a regular basis 
is imperative. Yellow House offers content and social media management to automate adding content to 
your website and social media outlets, helping you achieve better search engine results. 

 ■ E-commerce – Online shopping is becoming more and more of an expectation for website visitors. Yellow 
House is currently in construction of an e-commerce system geared specifically for the building supply 
industry and its particular needs. 
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THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build

Home Page: 
This is where your company story is told. The first impression your customers receive is on your home page. The emphasis here is telling 
your story by highlighting products, services, and your company’s strengths using carefully crafted text and appealing visual imagery.
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Product Overview – Foundation Product Overview – Showcase Plus

Products
We offer two main ways of showcasing your product information. The details shown below will highlight the main differences in how this 
is presented on your website. The Foundation is included in all the websites we build. You also have the option to expand your product 
offering to the Product Showcase Plus.  

Your Products page will display the product categories 
that you carry. Our Foundation option includes up to 15 
product categories (e.g. Windows, Doors, etc.). Each product 
category includes a description of that category, logos of the 
manufacturers’ products you sell which link to the vendors’ 
websites. 

We can go into a lot more detail about the products you carry. 
This will help your website visitors understand the breadth of 
your product offering by providing more information about 
the products you carry. We do this by incorporating detailed 
written descriptions, additional product photography as well 
as manufacturer logos and links to the vendors’ websites. Our 
Product Showcase Plus also boosts search engine results due 
to the expanded level of content it offers. 

OR

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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Building Supplies – Foundation OR Building Supplies – Showcase & Showcase Plus
Building Supplies can be summarized to include the 
general information about what your company carries. We 
consolidate all types of building supplies you carry into one 
page so website visitors can see what you offer at a glance. 
This is included in the Foundation price range. 

We can go into detail about your building supply product categories 
showing all the different types of products that you carry. Website visitors 
will know what you keep in inventory and won’t need to call your busy 
staff to find out what types of building supplies you carry. This level of 
detailed building supply information is included in the Showcase and the 
Showcase Plus options. 

Building Supply Products
Building Supplies are the life blood of your business. While we can go into detail about any product category, Building Supplies are 
a particular focus of importance. Our Foundation option ensures that visitors to your website know the types of building supplies 
you carry. Our Showcase and Showcase Plus options go into far more detail showing all that you sell. This more detailed approach 
is informative to your prospective customers and is even educational for your employees. 

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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About Us Page: 
Tell the story of your company on your About Us page. This includes your company’s history, philosophy and what makes your 
company unique.  

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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Services Page: 
A significant portion of your company’s value will be perceived through the services that you provide. Your Services page will highlight the 
importance of what you offer outside of your product selection. 

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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Contact Page: 
This is where your customers’ line of communication begins. We include a contact form which will generate an email with all the 
information a prospective customer submits. We will also include your store information, hours, key contact information, as well as 
a map of your location.

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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Google Analytics: 
We install Google Analytics for all of our websites. We set up a summary report of website traffic right within the website administration 
dashboard so that you can see at a glance what’s happening on your website.  You can see a summary of the number of page visits, visits, 
and unique visitors on your dashboard. As an example, this will tell you that 100 people (unique visitors) are coming to your website and 
visit 5 pages (equaling 500 page visits) and 10 people come back and view 5 more pages each (550 visits). Google is very stringent about 
individual’s privacy, so it won’t tell you who visited your website or exactly which people were returning and looking at more pages. What 
this reporting shows are trends of how people interact with your website. 

We also include more detailed information when you click “See All Stats”. This will include additional information, such as average pages 
viewed per visit, bounce rate (percentage of people leaving the website right away because it wasn’t what they were looking for), average 
duration of a visit, percentage of new visits, ranking of pages visited, where the traffic is coming from (Top Referrals), and which countries 
visitors are coming from.

THE FOUNDATION: Included in All Websites We Build
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MODULES:  
Yellow House Design has made significant investments to our ever-expanding lineup of online modules. These 
modules are highly detailed, product- and feature-rich add ons to our websites that are constructed to be powerful 
sales tools with no upfront additional costs to our clients. We work closely with key manufacturers and vendors in the 
building products industry to shape their full product catalogs in a manner that can be seamlessly embedded within 
our clients’ websites. This significantly enhances their customers’ experience in navigating their product offerings 
while driving sales to new levels through product visibility. Our modules are always expanding and consistently up 
to date with our industry partners’ current product lineups, ensuring that your website will never be out of date. Please 
ask us about the other modules in our offering. 

Garden State Lumber Products – Online Moulding Catalog Module:
Showcase an entire moulding collection on your website. This is a fully searchable, massive collection of mouldings all available 
through Garden State Lumber Products for immediate shipment. All items can be filtered by type, material, collection, and can 
even be customized to display your on ground stock offering. Profiles are displayed in both applied and line drawing views and 
have CAD file downloads in DXF, DWG, and PDF format to satisfy the needs of customers and architects. 

MODULES
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Options are different than modules in that they are unique to your website and are not connected to manufacturers’ product offerings 
directly. Options include expanded descriptions of product offerings such as custom millwork or kitchen & bath, an event manager, 
blog, personnel bio manager and more. Common options are listed on the following pages. Yellow House Design offers complete 
customization and can provide estimates for custom options as requested.

Specialty Products & Specialty Services
Some of our clients have specialty services such as custom millwork or a specialized focus on a product area like kitchens & bath 
with a significant investment in showrooms and dedicated design centers. We can go into more detail about these areas and 
highlight them on your website. 

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Blog: 
Your blog is where all of your ongoing information about the company 
goes. This may include your latest promotion(s), event follow ups, 
store announcements, new product information, seasonal product 
information, design case studies, customer spotlights, trends and 
how-to articles. Yellow House will provide the first two blog posts, 
all future blog posts will be updated by you unless you select Yellow 
House’s SEO and social media ongoing services option (see details 
in our ongoing SEO and social media services document).

Event Manager:
Post your events to your website. If you have multiple locations, 
you can select which location(s) the event is being held at, and it 
will appear on the store(s)’ page automatically in addition to being 
listed here. 

Special Offers: 
Promote current specials and highlight overstocked or misordered 
inventory. You can add, edit, and delete special offers.

You have the option of adding RSVP as shown outlined below. You 
may limit the number of attendees and allow website visitors to 
register themselves and their colleagues. 

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Enhanced Store Locations Manager
All of our websites already include a Contact page. In the case of multi-store locations, we find that having an enhanced store location 
manager is necessary. Locations pages are frequently the most visited pages on our clients’ websites, so we treat them as a landing page 
that gives people the contact information they’re looking for and encourage them to visit other areas of the website. We include a robust 
store manager allowing you to add store contact information, hours, map (with a link to Google Maps), services available in that store, store 
photo gallery, and key contacts at the store. If you have multiple locations we will add a Find a Store search page by full list, services offered 
(e.g. Kitchen & Bath Showroom, Lumberyard). Events at that location will automatically be added to the respective store’s page when added 
in the event manager.

Foundation – Contact Page Option – Enhanced Store Locations Manager

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Personnel Bios
Some of our clients like to add a personal touch by having bios of 
their staff. We make it easy for you add, edit, or delete bios. 

Career Manager
You need a great team and want to advertise open job positions 
on your website. We’ve build a Career Manager that makes it easy 
for you to add, edit, and delete opportunities. We’ve taken it a 
step further by preloading in any boilerplate text you have for job 
opportunities that you can edit as needed making it quick and easy 
to add job postings. 

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Photography
Pictures make a huge difference in the story we tell with your website. We can send a photographer to your stores and showrooms to 
showcase your products and services. We use those photos throughout the website. These photos can also be used if you select our 
inspiration gallery and social media offerings. 

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Inspiration Gallery
Add photos of you projects you’ve supplied into your Inspiration 
Gallery. This is the perfect place to show off your kitchen and bath, 
mouldings and millwork, deck projects, or anything else that’s right 
for your company. 

We create categories for your photos so that your website visitors 
can filter and search pictures to get at exactly what they want. 

Options – Build On Your Foundation
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Find An Architect
Let your website visitors find the architects you recommend. You 
may add their company name, contact information, web address and 
more. You can add, edit, and delete listings at any time.   

Options – Build On Your Foundation

Appointment Scheduling Tool
We offer a feature rich scheduling tool that allows you to set 
available times, which consultants are available, and what options 
are available. Website visitors may select a service, such as kitchen 
and bath consultation, and what options are available. You can 
keep track of appointments and manage them from the website. 
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Options – Build On Your Foundation

MULTILINGUAL
Our website platform supports automatic translation of the text of your website into multiple languages. Website visitors may choose 

to change the language the website shows in. The most common options are Spanish and French. Please see below for other options.

 ■ Afrikaans 
 ■ Albanian 
 ■ Amharic 
 ■ Arabic 
 ■ Armenian 
 ■ Azerbaijani 
 ■ Bashkir 
 ■ Basque 
 ■ Belarusian 
 ■ Bengali 
 ■ Bosnian 
 ■ Bulgarian 
 ■ Burmese 
 ■ Catalan 
 ■ Central Khmer 
 ■ Chichewa 
 ■ Corsican 
 ■ Croatian 
 ■ Czech 
 ■ Danish 
 ■ Dutch 
 ■ Esperanto 
 ■ Estonian 
 ■ Fijian 
 ■ Filipino 
 ■ Finnish 
 ■ French 

 ■ Galician 
 ■ Georgian 
 ■ German 
 ■ Greek 
 ■ Gujarati 
 ■ Haitian 
 ■ Hausa 
 ■ Hawaiian 
 ■ Hebrew 
 ■ Hindi 
 ■ Hungarian 
 ■ Icelandic 
 ■ Igbo 
 ■ Indonesian 
 ■ Irish 
 ■ Italian 
 ■ Japanese 
 ■ Javanese 
 ■ Kannada 
 ■ Kazakh 
 ■ Korean 
 ■ Kurdish 
 ■ Kyrgyz 
 ■ Lao 
 ■ Latin 
 ■ Latvian 
 ■ Lithuanian 

 ■ Luxembourgish 
 ■ Macedonian 
 ■ Malagasy 
 ■ Malay 
 ■ Malayalam 
 ■ Maltese 
 ■ Māori 
 ■ Marathi 
 ■ Mongolian 
 ■ Nepali 
 ■ Norwegian 
 ■ Pashto 
 ■ Persian 
 ■ Polish 
 ■ Portuguese 
 ■ Punjabi 
 ■ Romanian 
 ■ Russian 
 ■ Samoan 
 ■ Scottish Gaelic 
 ■ Serbian 
 ■ Shona 
 ■ Simplified Chinese 
 ■ Sindhi 
 ■ Sinhalese 
 ■ Slovak 
 ■ Slovenian 

 ■ Somali 
 ■ Southern Sotho 
 ■ Spanish 
 ■ Sundanese 
 ■ Swahili 
 ■ Swedish 
 ■ Tagalog 
 ■ Tahitian 
 ■ Tajik 
 ■ Tamil 
 ■ Tatar 
 ■ Telugu 
 ■ Thai 
 ■ Tongan 
 ■ Traditional Chinese 
 ■ Turkish 
 ■ Ukrainian 
 ■ Urdu 
 ■ Uzbek 
 ■ Vietnamese 
 ■ Welsh 
 ■ Western Frisian 
 ■ Xhosa 
 ■ Yiddish 
 ■ Yoruba 
 ■ Zulu 

Available Languages

All translations are automated.
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 ■ Home
 ■ Products

 ● Lumber & Building Materials
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Deck & Rail
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Doors
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Hardware
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Kitchen & Bath
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Millwork
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Moulding
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Paints, Stains & Sundries
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Siding, Roofing & Flooring
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Windows & Shutters
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website
 ■ About
 ■ Services
 ■ Contact

Options:
 ■ Blog
 ■ Events
 ■ Promotions
 ■ Multi-Store Location Manager
 ■ Inspiration Gallery
 ■ Career Manager
 ■ Specialty Product Area(s)
 ■ Specialty Service Area(s)
 ■ Find An Architect
 ■ Personnel Bio Manager
 ■ Appointment Scheduler
 ■ Custom Photography
 ■ Multi-lingual

Modules:
 ■ See full Yellow House Module  
Offering Supplement 

Ongoing Service Options:
 ■ See full Yellow House Ongoing Service 
Offering Supplement 

 ■ Home
 ■ Products

 ● Lumber & Building Materials
 ● Engineered Lumber
 ● Framing Lumber
 ● Trim Boards
 ● Plywood & Panels
 ● Drywall
 ● Insulation & Ventilation

 ● Deck & Rail
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Doors
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Hardware
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Kitchen & Bath
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Millwork
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Moulding
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Paints, Stains & Sundries
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Siding, Roofing & Flooring
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website

 ● Windows & Shutters
 ● Summary description with  

brand logos linked to website
 ■ About
 ■ Services
 ■ Contact

Options: 
 ■ Blog (included)
 ■ Events (included)
 ■ Promotions (included)
 ■ Multi-Store Location Manager
 ■ Inspiration Gallery
 ■ Career Manager
 ■ Specialty Product Area(s)
 ■ Specialty Service Area(s)
 ■ Find An Architect
 ■ Personnel Bio Manager
 ■ Appointment Scheduler
 ■ Custom Photography
 ■ Multi-lingual

Modules: 
 ■ See full Yellow House Module  
Offering Supplement 

Ongoing Service Options:
 ■ See full Yellow House Ongoing Service 
Offering Supplement 

 ■ Home
 ■ Products

 ● Lumber & Building Materials
 ● Engineered Lumber
 ● Framing Lumber
 ● Trim Boards
 ● Plywood & Panels
 ● Drywall
 ● Insulation & Ventilation

 ● Deck & Rail
 ● Wood Decking & Framing
 ● Composite Decking
 ● Railing
 ● Fasteners & Connectors
 ● Deck & Rail Accessories 

 ● Doors
 ● Exterior Doors
 ● Interior Doors

 ● Hardware
 ● Architectural Hardware
 ● Closet Systems
 ● Tools & Fasteners

 ● Kitchen & Bath
 ● Cabinetry
 ● Countertops
 ● Hardware & Accessories

 ● Millwork
 ● Columns
 ● Stair Parts
 ● Vinyl, Urethane & PVC Millwork

 ● Moulding
 ● Wood Mouldings
 ● Flexible, Poly, PVC, Urethane Mouldings

 ● Paints, Stains & Sundries
 ● Paints
 ● Stains
 ● Sundries

 ● Siding, Roofing & Flooring
 ● Siding
 ● Roofing
 ● Flooring

 ● Windows & Shutters
 ● Windows
 ● Shutters

 ■ About
 ■ Services
 ■ Contact

Options: All Included
 ■ Multi-Store Location Manager
 ■ Blog
 ■ Events
 ■ Promotions
 ■ Inspiration Gallery
 ■ Career Manager
 ■ Specialty Product Area(s)
 ■ Specialty Service Area(s)
 ■ Find An Architect
 ■ Personnel Bio Manager
 ■ Appointment Scheduler
 ■ Custom Photography
 ■ Multi-lingual

Modules:
 ■ See full Yellow House Module Offering Supplement 

Ongoing Service Options:
 ■ See full Yellow House Ongoing Service  
Offering Supplement 

Foundation Website Showcase Website Showcase Plus Website

typically ranges from 
$10,000 - 20,000 

hosting and maintenance
Varies depending on module and ongoing 

marketing service selections
typically ranges from 

$20,000 - 35,000
hosting and maintenance

Varies depending on module and ongoing 
marketing service selections

typically ranges from 
$35,000+ 

hosting and maintenance

Varies depending on module 
and ongoing marketing  

service selections
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YELLOW HOUSE DESIGN MANAGED SERVICES PROGRAM

Yellow House Design has been providing custom web development and print design services since 1999. In that time, 

we’ve established highly efficient and reliable methods that allow us to expand our clients’ website capabilities and 

produce engaging and attractive marketing materials. 

We understand that our clients have ongoing needs for their marketing platforms – as their business grows and evolves, 

their website and marketing materials need to change with their business. We are here to help your business grow.

In our nearly 20 years of experience, we have seen that customization projects are dynamic, requiring feedback 

and adjustments that cannot always be anticipated when providing an estimate. In response to understanding that 

dynamic process, we sell blocks of time at discounted rates so that you have the assurance your project can be 

completed as desired while saving money at the same time. We offer three options for discounted time:

Pre-purchased blocks of time never expire and can be used for any of the many services we offer:

 ■ Custom Web Development 
 ■ Graphic Design
 ■ Copy Writing
 ■ Print Coordination
 ■ In-Store Signage Design
 ■ Out-of-Store Signage Design
 ■ Trade Show Kiosks & Banners
 ■ Stationery
 ■ Moulding Catalogs
 ■ Direct Mail

 ■ Apparel/Promotional Products
 ● Shirts
 ● Sweatshirts
 ● Pens/Pencils
 ● Hats
 ● Water Bottle Labels

 ■ Ads
 ● Newspaper Ads
 ● Journal Ads
 ● Web Banner Ads

 ■ Marketing Packets
 ● Pocket Folders
 ● Brochures
 ● Sell Sheets
 ● Source Books
 ● Forms

A report will be provided each month in the invoice for the hours accrued and how those hours were spent. 

PRE-PURCHASED TIME BLOCKS

Base Yellow House Rate: $150/hr

25 Hour Time Block:  
$130/hr 

50 Hour Time Block:  
$115/hr 

100 Hour Time Block:  
$100/hr 

15% DISCOUNT 25% DISCOUNT 33% DISCOUNT
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OUR PROCESS:
We’ve refined our process over the years to make our web development efficient, effective, and as easy for 
you as possible. We follow the same process for whichever package you select. 

Phase 1: Discovery – While most independent LBM retailers stock a common set of core products, we 
know that you carry products from other vendors. We will find out what products you sell, information 
about you and your company, gather information about the company to determine feasible website 
architecture, design and functionality.

Phase 2: Architecture/Content – We will determine the website’s organization, create website wireframes  
(it’s like a blueprint of a website), write website text, gather photos, and add them to the website. 

Phase 3: Design – We will design the home page and a few other pages to establish how the website will look 
based on your input and present the design for your review. 

Phase 4: Development – We will install and configure the industry-specific content management system, 
apply approved design to website, write necessary code and test website.

Phase 5: Delivery – We launch the website by moving it from test environment to public server where the 
public can see your new website. We provide up to 2 hours of training on website content management 
system via GotToMeeting (a screen sharing service). 

Once we’ve delivered the website, we’re still invested in your business.
You can always contact us about website questions; our web hosting solutions are absolutely the best in the 
business, not only in matters of flexibility and security but also in matters of fashioning new capabilities we’d 
be happy to discuss with you. We’re also ready to consult about other marketing and branding questions, 
marketing initiatives, and about additional advertising efforts. Your success depends on your people – not only 
management and employees but also vendors and service providers. And customers. So does ours. Yellow 
House Design would truly value you as a customer, as a client, and as a partner.

Please contact me if you have any questions or if you’d like to discuss. 

Sincerely,

David Luyendyk (pronounced Lion-dike)

President
Yellow House Design, Inc.
yellowhousedesign.com
david@yellowhousedesign.com
Tel: (919)870-9560
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